
         CinniBon Terms of Sale    

 
 

 Part 1 – Terms of Sale 
A. Buyer accepts full responsibility for proper care of said puppy once it leaves 
CinniBon Boxers (Breeder). This includes, but not limited to: 

1. Maintenance of a proper diet. 
2. Taking puppy to qualified veterinarian when warranted. All expenses are the 
responsibility of Buyer. Under no circumstances is Breeder responsible for vet 
expenses after purchase. 
3. Keeping puppy up to date on all required shots. 
4. Keeping puppy as an indoor dog/house dog, and family member. 
5. Provide adequate training and socialization. 
6. Preventing any type of abuse including tie-outs, extended periods of crating 
without relief,  
7. Taking precautions to prevent loss through theft, injury, running away, or other.
  

B. Buyer understands that said puppy is being sold as a companion puppy (not for 
breeding purposes); Therefore, said puppy is being sold with an AKC “limited 
registration”. Limited registration allows full participation in all AKC performance 
events and participation in such events is encouraged.  Limited registration does not 
allow progeny to be registered. Limited registration may be changed to full registration 
status ONLY if Breeder decides the puppy's development warrants. In such cases, a 
breeding contract will be drawn.  
 
C. Said puppy MUST be spayed/neutered when puppy has reached maturity. Buyer is 
responsible for expenses necessary to spay/neuter said puppy. Boxer males have a 
high rate of retained testes and a more comprehensive surgery will be required for 
neutering. 
 
D. Breeder reserves the right to hold AKC registration papers until proof of spay/neuter 
(vet certificate) has been provided to Breeder.  
 

E. If Buyer is unable to keep possession of puppy for whatever reason and unable to find 
a fitting home, said puppy is NOT to be surrendered to a Rescue/Pet Shelter without 
Breeder being given first choice to take possession of puppy. Should the puppy be 
returned to the Breeder for any reason, puppy will be returned at no expense to 
Breeder.  
 
Part 2 – Health of Puppy  
A. Breeder is not responsible for accidental death, injury, or loss of puppy once the puppy 
is in the possession of the Buyer. 
 
B. At the time of sale, Breeder guaranties the overall health of puppy is good to the best 
of Breeder’s knowledge. Although breeder has protocols to treat worms, coccidiosis, and 
giardia, these are common parasites for puppies and often brought on by stress. They 
are not an indication of an unhealthy puppy. Some puppies may be sent home with 
antibiotics to prevent/treat parasites.  



C. Breeder advises Buyer to have said puppy examined by a licensed veterinarian within 
three (3) days of taking possession of puppy. If vet finds the puppy in poor health, Buyer 
has the option to return for a full refund the puppy with all original paperwork/ 
registration papers to Breeder within three (3) days, at their own expense.  
 
D. Puppies are from health tested parents and Breeder has made every effort to produce 
healthy litters to reduce the risks associated with the breed. Breeder cannot/does not 
guarantee every pup will be free from heart defects or any other diseases/defect; DNA 
Markers, such as DM & ARVC, are NOT an indication of health. Markers are an indication 
of the likelihood of an animal to contract the disease and in the case of ARVC, much 
controversary has been established as to the validity of the test; therefore, Breeder 
guarantees puppy for two (2) years for heart defects, specifically ARVC, SAS, or 
Tricuspid Dysplasia ONLY. If said defect is found, Breeder requires documentation of 
said defect. Buyer has the following options in the event one of these defects are found. 

1.  Buyer chooses to keep the puppy, Breeder offers a replacement puppy of equal 
value and same sex (unless both parties agree on different gender) when one 
becomes available.* All expenses are the responsibility of Buyer. Under no 
circumstances is Breeder responsible for vet expenses after diagnosis. 
2. Buyer chooses to keep the puppy, Breeder offers 40% of the purchase price (less 
registration, ear crop, and other non-adoption expenses).* All expenses are the 
responsibility of Buyer. Under no circumstances is Breeder responsible for vet 
expenses after diagnosis.  
3.  Buyer may return the puppy at their own expense. All paperwork must be 
returned with the pup. Breeder offers a replacement puppy of equal value and 
same sex (unless both parties agree on different gender) when one becomes 
available. * 

*If at the time of sale the puppy is sold for a substantial discount of the normal adoption 
fee because it is runt of the litter, gestationally smaller or other noticeable difference 
than littermates and puppy passes health testing at the time of sale, no implied or 
written warranty is offered for any defect/illness the puppy may be diagnosed with 
beyond the 3 day return policy offered in 2C. 
 
Breeder makes no other statements or guarantees, expressed or implied, other than 
those expressed in this document. 


